
Packaging

Light and thin.
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Packaging must be manufactured quickly and 
in vast quantities. This requires perfect tools – 
which is exactly what FOSTAG designs and 
manufactures.



Packaging 
all around economic

Packaging

FOSTAG has always 

 pioneered rapid moulds for thin 

wall packaging. And we are still 

ahead today: You will not find such 

extensive expertise in this field 

of stack mould design anywhere 

else.

We also lead the way for in-mould 

labelling, the production of multi-

chamber flasks and other complex 

applications.

Thin wall packaging

 IML containers for margarine, 

 ice cream, etc.

 Two component packaging

 Barrier packaging

 Airline cups, drinks glasses

 Disposable cutlery

Cosmetic packaging

 Two component packaging

 Cream jars and jar tops

 Lipsticks

 etc.
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Everything we do at FOSTAG 

is governed by an  understanding 

for quality. We have developed the 

FOSTAG Quality Concept (FQC) 

to ensure maximum quality at all 

times.

To guarantee customers the 

 perfect mould, all procedures are 

subject to stringent quality control. 

The FQC only has one objective: 

To ensure customer satisfaction 

by providing maximum  profitability 

and reliability of the moulds and 

products.

FQC in the production process:

 Stringent and consistent quality 

 checks in all work procedures

 Continually optimise all 

 processes

 Intensive employee 

 training

 Regular project reviews

 Absolute customer orientation

 Comprehensive service

FQC outcomes:

 High availability of 

 injection moulds

 Shortest cycle times

 Extreme precision even for 

 the most complex projects

 Long mould service life

 Reliable processes right up to 

 the final production day

 Professional service and 

 support after delivery

FOSTAG Quality Concept
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